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Abstract—In this paper, we are tackling the weakly-supervised referring expression grounding task, for the localization of a referent
object in an image according to a query sentence, where the mapping between image regions and queries are not available during the
training stage. In traditional methods, an object region that best matches the referring expression is picked out, and then the query
sentence is reconstructed from the selected region, where the reconstruction difference serves as the loss for back-propagation. The
existing methods, however, conduct both the matching and the reconstruction approximately as they ignore the fact that the matching
correctness is unknown. To overcome this limitation, a discriminative triad is designed here as the basis to the solution, through which
a query can be converted into one or multiple discriminative triads in a very scalable way. Based on the discriminative triad, we further
propose the triad-level matching and reconstruction modules which are lightweight yet effective for the weakly-supervised training,
making it three times lighter and faster than the previous state-of-the-art methods. One important merit of our work is its superior
performance despite the simple and neat design. Specifically, the proposed method achieves a new state-of-the-art accuracy when
evaluated on RefCOCO (39.21%), RefCOCO+ (39.18%) and RefCOCOg (43.24%) datasets, that is 4.17%, 4.08% and 7.8% higher
than the previous one, respectively. The code is available at https://github.com/insomnia94/DTWREG.
Index Terms—Referring expression grounding, weakly supervised training, discriminative triad matching.
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I NTRODUCTION

Referring expression grounding (REG) is a fundamental
multi-modality task aiming at the recognition and localization of a target object in an image, according to its
query sentence (the referring expression). Thus, REG can
be utilized throughout many downstream tasks, including
the visual question answering (VQA) [1, 2], visual commonsense reasoning (VCR) [3], visual navigation [4], etc.
Traditional REG methods are trained in a supervised
way [5, 6], where the mapping between proposals and
queries is available during the training stage. However,
drawing the connection between each query sentence and its
corresponding proposal is notably time-consuming. Therefore, it has practical significance to handle the REG task in
a weakly-supervised setting (WREG), where the aforementioned mapping is no longer available during training.
Generally, existing WREG methods consist of two steps;
namely, the sentence-level matching and the reconstruction
•
•
•
•
•
•
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[7–10]. In the first step, WREG methods roughly assume
the sentence-level matching procedures from existing fullysupervised REG methods [5] in order to calculate the similarity between the entire query and each candidate proposal.
Specifically, they either adopt an oversimplified sentencelevel matching module where a query is roughly parsed into
a subject word and an object word [7], making it thus cumbersome to handle complex queries with many descriptive
terms, or adopt an overcomplicated matching module with
multiple language processing sub-networks attached to analyze complex queries [8]. Although these supererogatory
sub-networks barely hinder fully-supervised training, they
become problematic under the weakly-supervised setting,
as the correctness of the matching result is not guaranteed
and this makes the preceding short back-propagation (BP)
path unavailable and the new path longer and noisier.
Therefore, the simple model tends to perform better than
a complicated one [11, 12]. The predicament arising here
is that a good WREG network requires not only a strong
and all-purpose matching module to deal with various
queries, and especially so with fragmentary and complex
ones, but also a delicate and easy-to-train matching module
to facilitate the necessitated weakly-supervised training.
The second step is to build a BP path for weaklysupervised training, where a reconstruction stage is created
to rebuild the query information with the difference between the original and reconstructed information being the
BP loss. Such difference can be calculated either at a sentence level by rebuilding the entire sentence word-by-word,
or based on the extracted key-word features. All existing
WREG methods adopt the former one, where a descriptive
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between the original query and the reconstructed one. This
improves the reliability of the loss function and therefore
facilitates the weakly-supervised training; see Fig.1.(b).
Ultimately, these triad-level matching and reconstruction
modules constitute the discriminative WREG network proposed here that simultaneously provides a light, fast and
accurate baseline framework for future WREG works. Our
main contributions are summarized as:
•

Fig. 1. Illustration of the difference between (a) the traditional WREG
method, and (b) the proposed triad-level method. The blue and the
yellow parts indicate the proposal features and the linguistic feature,
while the red represents the individual loss function. In (a), although
the meaning of the reconstructed sentence is the same as the label, the
loss is large, as it is calculated word-by-word, making the network hard
to converge. In (b) however, the reconstruction is conducted in the triadlevel, and a 300-D MSE loss function replaces the 10,000-D CE loss
function which dramatically facilitates the weakly-supervised training.

sentence is predicted from an image region via an RNNstyle network, as shown in Fig.1.(a). Its accuracy, however,
proves hardly satisfactory even for a full-supervised setting
[9, 10] and makes the BP loss unreliable. Additionally, we
have the architectural imbalance from the heavy RNNstyle reconstruction network, which is never used in the
final inference stage while occupying a large proportion of
parameters of the entire network (around 75% in [7, 8]).
To address these issues simultaneously, we design a
discriminative triad as well as a scalable query parsing
strategy where a query sentence can be represented by one
or multiple discriminative triads with similar formulations.
Specifically, the discriminative triad is a 3-unit set, with
the first unit representing the target object, the second unit
denoting the reference object against the target object, and
the third unit indicating the discriminative relation between
the target object and the reference object. Note that discriminative relation is defined in quite a broad sense, including
not only the straightforward relation information extracted
from a subject-relation-object query, such as “the cat on the
table” with the triad {cat, table, on}, but also concealed
information hidden in a unary query with descriptive terms,
such as “the left man in black”. This query can be parsed to
the two triads {man, man, black} and {man, man, left}; see
Fig.1.(b). In this way, the discriminative triad can represent
various forms of queries to facilitate the matching process.
Contrary to the traditional sentence-level matching modules adopted in the first step of WREG, we propose a triadlevel matching model concentrating on the triad-proposal
similarity, which proves faster and easier to be well trained
under a weakly-supervised setting. Despite its simplicity,
complex queries can be handled very effectively, as these
can be parsed into multiple discriminative triads where
the final bounding box results are selected by exhaustively
considering the matching score of each triad. Accordingly,
rather than reconstructing the entire query sentence wordby-word for the second step, we design a triad-level construction module, where the loss is calculated on the linguistic feature of three triad units serving as direct shortcuts

•

•

2
2.1

We propose a discriminative triad and a scalable
query parsing strategy, where a query sentence (no
matter how simple, fragmentary or complex it is)
can be converted into one or multiple discriminative
triads with the same formulation, with each triad
instructing how to recognize a target object from a
reference object.
Based on the discriminative triad, the triad-level
matching and reconstruction modules are specifically
designed for the WREG task. As the conventional
attention-based analysis is avoided, and the wordby-word reconstruction for the entire sentence is
replaced by rebuilding three key units in a triad,
the proposed method is three times lighter and faster
than the previous state-of-the-art (SOTA) method [7].
New SOTA accuracy is obtained on a variety of
established REG datasets. Specifically, the proposed
network boosts the accuracy by 4.17%, 4.08%, and
7.8% over the best previous SOTA method [7] when
evaluated on RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg
datasets, respectively.

R ELATED WORK
Supervised REG

Supervised REG localizes an image region by a query sentence, where the mapping between proposals and queries
are available during the training stage. Traditionally, the
entire sentence is encoded through a single language embedding network [13]. Considering the variance among
different components in a query, Yu et al. [5] propose an
attention mechanism to decompose the query into three linguistic components, describing subject appearance, location
and relationship to other objects. Each linguistic component generates a matching score with a candidate proposal,
leading to three matching scores for each proposal, and the
final result is selected by comprehensively considering all
three matching scores. To prevent the attention mechanism
from solely focusing on the most dominant features of
both modalities, an erasing mechanism is proposed in [14],
where the most dominant linguistic or visual information is
discarded to drive the model to discover more complementary linguistic-visual correspondences. To better exploit the
relationship between the target object and its neighboring
objects, Wang et al. [15] propose a graph-based network,
in which nodes correspond to object regions and edges
represent relations between these objects, so that the object
feature representation can be enriched with the additional
relation information of its neighborhood.
2.2

Weakly-supervised REG

During the training in WREG there is no mapping between
image regions and the query sentence. Rohrbach et al. [16]
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first predict the attention scores between the query and all
candidate proposals, with the query reconstructed using
the weighted sum over the visual features of all proposals
according to their attention scores. The difference between
the original query and the reconstructed one is used for
training. In [17], the location parameters of each candidate
proposal are reconstructed and the difference between the
original location and the reconstructed one is used for training. Inspired by Mattnet [5], where a query is decomposed
into three linguistic components, Liu et al. [8] optimize the
network by minimizing the distance between the language
feature of each linguistic component and its corresponding
visual feature, apart from the sentence-level reconstruction
loss. Liu et al. [7] parse each query into a subject-object
pair, and the matching process is conducted between the
linguistic subject-object pair and visual proposal-proposal
pair, while the BP procedure is still based on the sentencelevel reconstruction. Differently from these WREG methods,
our method avoids the complicated attention-based analysis
and RNN-based reconstruction for the entire sentence, and
proposes the triad-level matching and reconstruction modules for superior performance.

3

M ETHODOLOGY

WREG can be formulated as a region-level retrieval problem. Given an image I , a set of image regions (proposals)
R = {ri }N
i=1 are provided by existing bounding box annotations, or predicted by a region proposal network (RPN) [18],
where r is the 4-D vector denoting the proposal’s top-left
and bottom-right corners, and N is the number of proposals
in image I . The WREG task is to retrieve the target region
r∗ according to the query sentence q by maximizing the
similarity score S(ri , q), between all candidate proposals ri
and the query q , that is

r∗ = argmax S(r, q).

(1)

r∈R

In this work, the query sentence q is represented by a
set of discriminative triads T = {tk }M
k=1 , where M is the
number of such triads. Thus, the final similarity score can
be calculated as the sum of the individual scores as

S(r, q) =

M
X

S(r, tk ).

reference unit trk and a discriminative unit tdk , indicating the
target object, the reference object against the target object,
and the discriminative relation between them, respectively.
As can be observed from Table 1, the discriminative unit
tdk is defined in a broad sense, which can be extracted from
not only subject-relation-object style queries in a straightforward way, such as “the man standing on the table”,
but also the unary queries containing hidden discriminative
connection information, such as “black cat”. In addition,
some particular tokens are utilized for special referring
forms. For instance, the discriminative unit of single-word
queries (e.g., “man”) is set as “SELF”, and “UKN” is used to
represent the target unit and reference unit for fragmentary
queries (e.g., “left”). Furthermore, complex queries can be
separated into several triads. In this way, discriminative
triads can represent a diversity of referring forms, no matter
whether they are unary, fragmentary or complex.
For its implementation, an off-the-shelf NLP processing
toolbox (Stanford CoreNLP[19], Spacy[20]) is employed to
analyze the tree structure of each query, as well as the POS
tag and the dependency label [21] of each word in the
query, to generate discriminative triads. In general, triads
are generated within two steps. The first step is to find the
target unit shared by all triads. Specifically, the rightmost
Normal Noun (NN) of the bottom-left Noun Phrase (NP) in
the sentence tree is regarded as the target unit. The second
step is to generate the reference unit and discriminative unit
for each triad. Phrases in different formations are processed
in different parsing patterns. For the unary phrase, such as
“the white man” and “the left cat”, the first component of
the dependency, whose second component is the same as
the target unit, except nominal subject (nsubj), prepositional
modifiers (prep) and determiner modifiers (det), is viewed
as a discriminative unit, with its corresponding reference
unit the same as the target unit, indicating a hidden reference object. For the subject-relation-object phrase, such
as “the man holding a cat”, the second component of the
dependency, whose first component is the same as the target
unit, and the dependency type is nsubj, is viewed as a
discriminative unit, with the second component of the dependency, whose first component is the same as that of the
current discriminative unit, is viewed as its corresponding
reference unit.

(2)

k=1

Consequently, the target is to find a proper scoring mechanism S(·, ·) to correctly distinguish the target region from
others. Specifically, as the connection annotation for any
region-query pair is unknown during training, a reconstructed query t̂k is predicted from r∗ through a reconstruction module, and the training loss is the difference between
tk and t̂k . The whole network architecture is shown in Fig.2.
3.1

Discriminative Triad

To take full advantage of the discriminative information
hiding in queries, we propose to parse and convert a query q
into multiple discriminative triads {tk }M
k=1 , each representing a piece of discriminative information to distinguish the
target from the distracting objects. A discriminative triad
tk consists of three components, that is, a target unit ttk , a

3.2

Triad-level Matching

The first stage of the triad-level matching is to encode the
image I and query q . To encode an image I , given a set of
candidate proposals {ri }N
i=1 , I is first passed into a convolutional network (e.g., ResNet [22]), with its last convolutional
layer output as the visual feature vI of image I . The visual
feature fiv of proposal ri is cropped within vI through a
pooling mechanism (e.g., ROI pooling [23]). Then, following
previous works [13], the spatial feature of each proposal ri
w·h
is encoded by a 5-D vector fis = [ xWtl , yHtl , xWbr , yHbr , W
·H ],
xtl ytl
xbr ybr
where [ W , H ] and [ W , H ] refer to the top-left and bottom
right corners of ri , respectively. w and h indicate the width
and height of ri , while W and H denote the width and
height of I . In this way, fis contains the absolute position
information of ri , as well as its relative area size to I . To
encode a query sentence q with its discriminative triads
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Fig. 2. The proposed framework mainly consists of the generation of discriminative triads, the triad matching module and the triad reconstruction
module (rightmost three modules in the bottom row). Other modules are also illustrated, including the analysis of the sentence structure (leftmost
module in the bottom row) and the organization of proposal pairs (modules in the top row). The parts in solid red, green and blue boxes represent
the features of a proposal pair used to match the linguistics feature of the target unit, the discriminative unit and the reference unit in a discriminative
triad, respectively. Note that the parts in dashed boxes, whose specific routes are omitted, work in the same way as the parts in solid boxes.

TABLE 1
Common query sentences and their corresponding discriminative
triads. ID is the index of the discriminative triad of a query, as a
complex query may generate multiple discriminative triads. T/R/D-Unit
indicates the target, reference, and discriminative unit, respectively.
Query

ID

T-Unit

R-Unit

D-Unit

“man”

1

man

man

SELF

“left”

1

UKN

UKN

left

“left man”

1

man

man

left

“black cat”

1

cat

cat

black

“cat on a table”

1

cat

table

on

“man holding a cat”

1

man

cat

holding

1

man

man

left

2

man

man

black

3

man

table

on

4

man

cat

holding

5

cat

cat

red

“the left man in black
holding a red cat and
standing on a table”

t r d M
{tk }M
k=1 = {(tk , tk , tk )}k=1 , a pre-trained word vector mechanism (e.g., Word2vec[24], Glove[25]) is employed to extract
the linguistic embedding etk , erk , edk with the size of Dl ,
corresponding to ttk , trk , tdk , respectively.
The next stage of the triad-matching is to predict the
similarity score between q and each candidate proposal ri
in image I through the matching module. As q is parsed
and converted into a set of discriminative triads {tk }M
k=1 ,
the matching module is designed to focus on the single
discriminative triad tk , in order to facilitate the training
in the weakly-supervised setting. Furthermore, since an
individual discriminative triad tk comprises target unit ttk ,
reference unit trk and discriminative unit tdk , the purpose of
the matching module turns to find a suitable proposal pair
(ri , rj ) of I , matching ttk , trk and tdk based on three similarity
scores predicted by the matching module.

Specifically, to predict these scores, three unit-level
attention-based matching modules are designed, including the target attention module At , the reference attention
module Ar and the discriminative attention module Ad .
The target attention module At outputs a score atk,i =
At (fiv , etk ; Θt ) representing how likely the first proposal ri
in (ri , rj ) matches the target unit ttk , based on


atk,i = W2t φReLU W1t φReLU (fiv ⊕ etk ) + bt1 + bt2 ,
(3)
where W1t , W2t , bt1 , bt2 are parameters of the target attention
module weight Θt , φReLU (·) indicates the ReLU activation
function, and ⊕ is a concatenation process.
Similarly, the reference attention module Ar predicts a
score ark,j = Ar (fjv , erk ; Θr ) representing how likely the
second proposal rj matches the reference unit trk , as


ark,j = W2r φReLU W1r φReLU (fjv ⊕ erk ) + br1 + br2 . (4)
p

Finally, the discriminative attention module Ad (fi,j , edk ; Θd )
predicts the attention score between the entire proposal pair
(ri , rj ) and the discriminative unit tdk , according to


p
adk,i,j = W2d φReLU W1d φReLU (fi,j
⊕ edk ) + bd1 + bd2 , (5)
p

where fi,j is a concatenation of {fiv , fis , fjv , fjs } containing
all information of both ri and rj to better extract their
interrelated connection information.
3.3

Triad-level Reconstruction

Based on the matching scores, a triad-level reconstruction
module is designed to rebuild the discriminative triad. The
difference between the linguistic feature of the reconstructed
triad and the original one is used to optimize the entire
network, including both the triad-level matching and the
reconstruction modules.
As a single discriminative triad tk includes three triad
units (i.e., ttk , trk and tdk ), the specific reconstruction target
turns to rebuild the linguistic feature of each unit, by three
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corresponding different modules, Rt , Rr and Rd . Two different methods are designed to generate the input of each
unit-level reconstruction module, including the soft and
hard methods.
In the soft method, the input is the weighted sum over
the features of all candidate proposals or proposal pairs,
aggregated according to corresponding unit-level attention
scores:

fˆkt =

N
X

fˆkr =

ark,j fjv

where α, β and γ are the hyper-parameters to control the
weight of different attention scores. Then, for a certain
proposal ri , its triad-level attention score āk,i is defined as
the highest score of the proposal pairs, where ri is the first
element, as
āk,i = max āk,i,j .
(11)
rj ∈R

atk,i fiv

i=1
N
X

is defined as the weighted sum of three unit-level attentions
scores
āk,i,j = αatk,i + βark,j + γadk,i,j ,
(10)

(6)

Ultimately, for a certain proposal ri , its sentence-level attention score āi is defined as the sum of triad-level attention
scores over all discriminative triads through

j=1

fˆkd =

N X
N
X

āi =

p
adk,i,j fi,j
,

where fˆkt , fˆkr , and fˆkd represent the input of the unit-level
reconstruction modules, Rt , Rr and Rd , respectively.
In the hard method, the input is the feature of the (ri , rj )
pair with the highest attention score. Since argmax is not
differentiable, it is replaced with the differentiable sof tmax
operator through the Gumbel-Softmax [26]
(7)

where c ∈ {t, r, d} is the category of a triad unit, and
ac represents the corresponding attention values calculated
by Eqs. (3, 4, 5). τ is a temperature parameter allowing
sof tmax to approache argmax as τ → 0. fˆkt , fˆkr , and fˆkd are
re-evaluated with the new attention value âc using Eq.(6).
After the input is determined by either the soft method
or the hard method, contrary to existing works rebuilding
the entire query with a heavy RNN-style model, the proposed reconstruction module is designed to reconstruct the
linguistic feature of each individual triad unit (i.e., etk , erk
and edk ) via
êck = Rc (fˆkc ),
(8)
where c ∈ {t, r, d} is the category of a triad unit, êc represents the reconstructed linguistic feature of its corresponding triad unit, and Rc is a lightweight unit-level reconstruction module, which is easier to be trained in the weaklysupervised setting. The triad-based reconstruction module
is a simple network, consisting of two fully connected layers
with the output size as Dl .
3.4

āk,i ,

(12)

k=1

i=1 j=1

âc = sof tmax(ac /τ ),

M
X

Training and Inference

The entire discriminative network, including the matching
module and reconstruction module, is optimized according
to the sum of L2 distances between all original triad units
(i.e., etk , erk ,edk ) and corresponding predicted ones (i.e., êtk ,
êrk , êdk ). The loss function L is given by
X
2
L=
kêck − eck k2 .
(9)
c∈{t,r,d}

During the inference stage, for a certain proposal pair
(ri , rj ), its triad-level attention score āk,i,j , representing
how likely (ri , rj ) matches the entire discriminative triad tk ,

and the proposal r∗ with the highest sentence-level attention
score is selected as the predicted result:

i∗ = argmax(āi ).

(13)

r∈R

4
4.1

E XPERIMENTS
Implementation Details

The candidate proposals used in this work can be either
provided from the bounding box ground-truth in MS-COCO
dataset [27], or generated by the detection network, Faster
RCNN [23], pre-trained on MS-COCO. Stanford CoreNLP
[19] is adopted to parse queries. In the feature encoding
stage, the image-level visual feature vI is extracted through
the last convolutional layer of Resnet101 [22]. The individual
visual feature of each candidate proposal is cropped within
vI using ROI pooling [23]. Glove word vector [25] is adopted
to extract the linguistic feature of the discriminative triad.
The discriminative network is trained using one Titan X
GPU for around 20 hours adopting the ADAM optimizer
[28]. The learning rate is set as 1.3e-5, and the iteration
number is set as 150,000 (3 epochs) for all training sets.
In the hard reconstruction method, τ is set to initiate the
hard reconstruction method. During the inference time, we
set (α,β ,γ )= (2,1,1) in Eq.(10) as the target attention score
directly contributes to localizing the target object, while the
reference or discriminative attention score only serves as
auxiliary information.
4.2

Datasets and Metric

The proposed method is evaluated on four common datasets
including RefCOCO [13], RefCOCO+ [13], RefCOCOg [29]
and RefCLEF [30]. The first three datasets are collected from
MS-COCO [27]. The main difference between RefCOCO+
and RefCOCO is that the former one forbids the absolute
location words when generating the query sentences, requiring more attention to the appearance discrimination.
RefCOCOg contains longer expressions for both appearance
and locations. Referring sentences in RefCLEF are annotated
casually, so it is normally used as an auxiliary one for
validation. The metric used to evaluate the accuracy of the
proposed method is similar to the object detection task, that
is the Intersection-over-union (IoU) between the predicted
bounding box and the ground-truth one is calculated and
the one with IoU higher than 0.5 is treated as correct.
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TABLE 2
Effectiveness comparison with other WREG methods. The method with the highest score is in bold. “det” indicates that the candidate proposals
generated from Faster RCNN [23]. In other cases, the candidate proposals are provided by the bounding box ground truth.

Method

Setting

RefCOCO

RefCOCO+

RefCOCOg

val

testA

testB

val

testA

testB

val

VC[16] CVPR18

-

-

17.34

20.98

-

23.24

24.91

33.79

VC[16] CVPR18

w/o reg

-

13.59

21.65

-

18.79

24.14

25.14

VC[16] CVPR18

w/o a

-

33.29

30.13

-

34.60

31.58

30.26

VC (det)

-

-

20.91

21.77

-

25.79

25.54

33.66

ARN[8] ICCV19

-

34.26

36.01

33.07

34.53

36.01

33.75

34.66

ARN[8] ICCV19

w/o Llan

33.07

36.43

29.09

33.53

36.40

29.23

33.19

ARN[8] ICCV19

w/o Latt

33.60

35.65

31.48

34.40

35.54

32.60

34.50

ARN (det)

-

32.17

35.25

30.28

32.78

34.35

32.13

33.09

KPRN[7] ACMMM19

-

35.04

34.74

36.53

35.10

32.75

36.76

35.44

KPRN[7] ACMMM19

attr

34.93

33.76

36.98

35.31

33.46

37.27

38.37

KPRN[7] ACMMM19

soft

34.43

33.82

35.45

35.96

35.24

36.96

33.56

Proposed

-

39.21

41.14

37.72

39.18

40.01

38.08

43.24

Proposed (det)

-

38.35

39.51

37.01

38.91

39.91

37.09

42.54

Fig. 3. Visualization results on MSCOCO datasets, where the red, green, blue parts represent the target unit, discriminative unit, reference unit and
their corresponding proposals, respectively.

4.3

Comparison with State-of-the-Art

In this section, to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method, and it is compared in terms
of accuracy, parameter cardinality and running speed with
other SOTA WREG methods, including KPRN [7], ARN [8]
and VC [16].
In terms of the effectiveness, the accuracy comparison
is first conducted between the proposed method and other
SOTA WREG methods on three standard datasets, as shown
in Table 2 and Fig.4, including RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and
RefCOCOg datasets. When the candidate proposals are provided from the bounding box ground truth, the proposed
method outperforms previous WREG methods by a large
margin on all these three datasets. Specifically, the proposed
method boosts the accuracy by 4.17%, 4.08% and 7.8%,
against the previous SOTA method, KPRN [7], on the valuation set of RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg dataset,

respectively. Note that the reason for the higher accuracy
gain on RefCOCOg is that queries in that dataset are much
longer, where more trivial words are removed through triadbased parsing. Furthermore, the proposed method achieves
a larger accuracy gain over KPRN [7] on the Test A set of RefCOCO and RefCOCO+ datasets, which is 6.4% and 7.26%,
respectively. However, the accuracy gain turns smaller on
the Test B set of RefCOCO and RefCOCO datasets. We
believe the reason is that, compared with the human targets
in the Test A set, the general object targets in the Test B
set are hard to describe clearly and unambiguously, making
it difficult to localize these targets. The rise of accuracy is
also seen when the candidate proposals are generated by a
detection network Faster RCNN [23].
Apart from the accuracy gain, it can also be observed
from Table 2 that the proposed method is more stable
and robust, compared with other methods. In other words,
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TABLE 3
Ablation studies through cross-evaluation.
Setting

RefCOCO

RefCOCO+

RefCOCOg

Lt

29.5

27.1

27.0

w/o Ld

38.1

36.1

35.5

Lr

w/o
w/o

Fig. 4. The qualitative comparison with other WREG methods.The red
box indicates the bounding box result of the target.

differently from previous methods relying on different settings to achieve the best performance on different datasets,
the proposed method performs well on all datasets under
a single and fixed setting. For instance, KPRN [7] can
achieve its highest accuracy on RefCCOCO dataset under
its standard-setting, while for RefCOCO+ dataset, it needs
to switch to the soft setting to achieve its highest accuracy,
and for RefCOCOg, the attr setting is required for the best
performance. The proposed method, nevertheless, does not
need any additional setting, demonstrating its robustness
to all datasets. The proposed method is also evaluated on
the RefCLEF dataset to further demonstrate its effectiveness.
Even with many ambiguous and mistakenly annotated referring expressions in the RefCLEF dataset, the proposed
method achieves the accuracy of 34.03%, which is higher
than KPRN by 0.17%.
In terms of efficiency, the parameter number of the proposed method (7 million) is approximately 1/3 of ARN [8]
and KPRN [7] (24 and 20 million). In addition, the proposed
methods run three times faster than ARN [8] and KPRN [7]
(0.04 and 0.03 seconds for each picture), demonstrating the
efficiency of the proposed system. The major reason is that
the heavy RNN-style model is replaced by our proposed
model, which is lightweight yet efficient.
Some visualization results of the proposed method are
also shown in Fig.3, where candidate proposals are provided from bounding box labels. Each diagram, from (a) to
(e), illustrates the situation when correspondingly encountering a normal, single-word, fragmentary, reference-hidden
or complex query. This demonstrates that the proposed
method performs well in a diversity of query formulations.
4.4

Ablation Studies

All ablation studies are conducted through cross-evaluation
on the training set of RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ or RefCOCOg
dataset. Specifically, 3/4 data of the original training set are
used as the new training split and the remaining 1/4 data
are used as the new valuation split.
4.4.1

Contribution of Each Unit-level Loss

The first ablation study is to explore the contribution of each
unit-level loss component in Eq.(9). Specifically, the loss
component for the reconstructed target unit, discriminative
unit, reference unit is disabled individually during the training stage, generating the setting w/o Lt , w/o Ld and w/o

37.5

35.7

37.1

w/o Recon

35.6

37.5

35.9

Soft

42.1

39.2

38.2

Single

39.6

38.1

36.1

Ours

43.2

40.1

39.8

Lr in Table 3, respectively. As can be observed from Table
3, the accuracy declines considerably if any unit-level loss
component is disabled, which demonstrates their joint and
individual contribution to the final performance. Furthermore, the largest decline is seen in the w/o Lt setting. We
believe the reason is that, the target unit directly contributes
to localize the target object, while the discriminative and
reference units only serve as auxiliary information. Based on
the aforementioned results, all unit-level loss components
are adopted in the proposed method.
4.4.2

Reconstruction Settings

The second ablation study is to explore the best setting for
the triad-level reconstruction module. In the first setting, the
reconstruction module is disabled, with the feature distance
p
between each (ri , rj ) pair’s feature (i.e., fiv , fjv , fi,j ), and
the corresponding triad unit’s linguistic feature (i.e., etk , erk ,
edk ) served as the loss, generating the w/o Recon in Table 3.
The second and third settings are the soft and hard methods
described in section 3.3, generating Soft and Ours in Table
3. As can be observed in Table 3, the none-reconstruction
setting w/o Recon performs worst, demonstrating the significance of the triad-level reconstruction module. In addition,
we believe the reason for its bad performance is that fiv , fjv ,
p
fi,j
and etk , erk , edk are in two different feature domains, and it
is arduous to calculate a meaningful distance before feature
alignment. For the comparison of other two settings, as
shown in Table 3, Ours achieves a relatively higher accuracy
against Soft. The reason is that the Gumbel-Softmax can
focus more on the visual feature with the highest attention
value and less on other distracting features, facilitating thus
the training of the reconstruction modules.
4.4.3

Inference Methods

The third ablation study is to explore the influence of
different inference methods. Apart from the standard one
described in section 3.4 (denoted as Ours in Table 3), another
baseline setting, where a query is represented by a single
discriminative triad, randomly selected among all candidate
triads, is also evaluated for better analysis, marked as Single
in Table 3. As can be observed from Table 3, the bad
performance of Single demonstrates the significance to take
the full advantage of all pieces of discriminative information
in a query, especially for some complex queries.
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C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a discriminative triad
representation, through which a query sentence can be
parsed into one or multiple discriminative triads in a very
scalable way. Also, based on the discriminative triad, the
triad-level matching and reconstruction modules are especially designed for lightweight yet very effective weaklysupervised training. We expect this method can provide
a fast and accurate WREG baseline method which can be
easily extended and adapted in future works.
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